Martínez-Miranda, M.D., Nielsen, J.P., Verrall, R., Wüthrich, M.V. Double Chain Ladder, Claims Development Inflation and Zero Claims. Scandinavian Actuarial Journal. Double Chain Ladder demonstrated how the classical chain ladder technique can be broken down into separate components. It was shown that, under certain model assumptions and via one particular estimation technique, it is possible to interpret the classical chain ladder method as a model of the observed number of counts with a build-in delay function from a claim is reported until it is paid. In this paper, we investigate the double chain ladder model further and consider the case when other knowledge is available, focusing on two specific types of prior knowledge namely prior knowledge on the number of zero claims for each underwriting year and prior knowledge about the relationship between the development of the claim and its mean severity. Both types of prior knowledge readily lend themselves to be included in the double chain ladder framework.
Introduction
In a recent series of papers Verrall, Nielsen and Jessen (2010) , Martínez-Miranda, Nielsen, Nielsen and Verral (2011) and (Martínez-Miranda, Nielsen and Verrall (2012a) have analyzed the claims generating process and used this to understand, visualize and estimate the underlying components implicit in the classical multiplicative chain ladder structure. One of the basic requirements of the approach taken in these papers is that there are two triangles of data available: a triangle of paid data together with a corresponding triangle of the number of reported claims. By using these two sets of information, it is possible to gain a much deeper understanding of the fundamental drivers of the claims development than is possible with the basic chain ladder technique. The paper Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) was divided in two parts. One concerned about predicting the best estimate of the reserve only or the mean of the reserve only and another part considering the distribution. It turned out the framework of double chain ladder works under incredible general conditions when only the mean is predicted. In the second part of Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) more specific assumptions were given to access the distributional properties of the underlying model. For example, when considering the best estimate only the model of Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) works under a wide array of stochastic assumptions on the nature and dependency structure of payments. There can for example be multiple payments on each claim with complicated correlation patterns. When Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) analyses the stochastic nature of the simplest possible version of double chain ladder, they make a number of simplifying assumptions including one payment per claim and constant mean severity of claims. These added assumptions are needed to understand the full predicted distribution, but not needed to understand the full predicted mean. In this paper we add insight into this discussion. We show that if prior knowledge was available of future number of zero claims and future severity inflation (depending on payment development delay), then while this information does not change our best estimates, it does affect to our predicted distribution of our reserve. Therefore, if the question at hand is to qualify or improve best estimates, prior knowledge of zero claims and development year severity inflation is not important. If best estimate is what one wants to improve, then one should for example consider underwriting year severity inflation as in Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012b) or one should consider adjusting the calendar effect as in Kuang, Nielsen and Nielsen (2008a , 2008b and Jessen and Rietdorf (2011) . In this paper we show that prior knowledge on the nature of future zero claims, see also Erhardt and Czado (2012) , and on future severity development inflation are surprisingly simple to include into a double chain ladder framework and we also show how such information can be extracted from data when one extra triangle is available on the number of payments. Our approach is different, but related, to the one taken in Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012c) that use the general poisson cluster approach of Jessen, Mikosch and Samorodnitsky (2011) . That paper is based on the same data as this paper in the sense that it considers the two triangles used in double chain ladder and combine it with the third triangle of number of payments also used in this paper. However, while we in this paper elegantly model the extra information via a prior knowledge approach, Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012c) goes through the full complicated mathematical statistical modelling of the entire system behind the three triangles. One could argue that such a complicated approach is overdoing it. After all, the added knowledge is not changing our best estimate of the reserve, but is only making a correction to our distributional properties. In this paper we prefer to keep the close connection to the double chain ladder framework very clear and we show explicitly that almost only distributional properties are affected when adding this type of knowledge. When the above is said, we still believe that it is essential to consider all available prior knowledge when exploring the underlying characteristics and not just rely on inference and projection based on a single triangle of aggregated data. The problem is therefore not that the predicted values from the basic chain ladder technique are inappropriate. However, it is our contention that this basic method is too limited to address the challenges of setting reserves and assessing risk, where other information may be available. This reflects the fact that many actuaries make adjustments to the parameters of the chain ladder technique before setting reserves. The difficulties become much more acute when considering issues such as the distribution around the chain ladder prediction or when different assumptions about the future evolution of claims need to be considered. This paper addresses this latter issue directly, and illustrates how external information could be used more precisely since the parameters in the model now relate directly to real quantities. This is in contrast to the parameters of the basic chain ladder technique (and other similar approaches) where the parameters can be affected by a range of different factors. Specifically in this paper, we show how to include external information about the relationship between the mean claim severity and the development year and also the proportion of claims which are settled without payment (known as "zero claims").
The methods are applied to a real set of data. The dataset consists of triangles each with 14 rows and columns corresponding to incremental yearly-aggregated run-off triangles. The first two triangles (in tables 8 and 9) contain the information required by, for example, the double chain ladder method of Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) . The third triangle (table 10) contains the extra information required to estimate the number of zero claims.
The paper is set out as follows. Section 2 contains the assumptions at the level of individual claims and summarizes the model for aggregated paid claims. Section 3 contains a description of the intuitively appealing and simple estimation method known as double chain ladder. Section 4 describes how prior knowledge can be incorporated into this framework. Section 5 gives an outline of how bootstrapping can be used to derive estimates of predictive distributions in this context. Section 6 makes some suggestions about the sources that could be used for the prior knowledge. Note that it is possible to use other sources of external information to formulate the prior knowledge. Finally section 7 provides some concluding remarks.
Model formulation
In the following we go through our model assumptions. The model assumptions can be considered as a strategic extension of the model assumptions of the second part of the double chain ladder paper Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) . Had we only been interested in the mean or the best estimate then our model assumptions could be much more general than the assumptions below. However, we are interested in the distributional properties and generalize below the original assumptions of the second part of the double chain ladder just so much so the added prior knowledge available in this paper allows us to identify the entering model parameters. We assume, without loss of generality, that the data are available in triangular form. We denote this by I m = {(i, j) : i = 1, . . . , m, j = 0, . . . , m − 1; i + j ≤ m} , with i denoting the accident or underwriting year, j the development year and m the last observed accident year. We consider the following stochastic components for all (i, j), both observed and future data. Thus, both here and in the assumptions below, we consider I = {(i, j) : i = 1, . . . , m, j = 0, 1, . . .}.
Number of reported claims. Let denote by N ij the total number of claims with accident year i which are reported in year i + j (i.e. reporting delay of j years). Note that each of these N ij reported claims is assumed to generate a number of payments -i.e. a claims payment cash flow.
Number of payments. Let N paid ijl
denote the number of claim payments originating from the N ij reported claims, which are paid with a payment delay of l years, with l = 0, . . . , m − 1.
Individual severity claims. Let Y (k)
ijl denote the individual settled payments which arise from N paid ijl
It is often the case that individual claims payment data is not available at this level of detail and it is therefore important to consider models for more aggregated data. Note that the models for the aggregated data are built using assumptions at the level of individual claims, and thereby enable us to consider quantities which have a real interpretation. Hence, we define the following aggregated claims payment information:
Total payments in accounting year i + j generated by all claims which were incurred in year i,
These are usually presented in the form of a run-off triangle, which we denote by ∆ m = {X ij : (i, j) ∈ I m }. A triangle of the number of reported claims denoted by
Thus, it is assumed that a triangle of payments, X ij , and a triangle of reported numbers of claims, N ij , are available. We make the following assumptions about these data. i,j−l,l are independent and have a mixed type distribution with Q i being the probability of a "zero-claim" i.e. P Y
i,j−l,l > 0 has a distribution with conditional mean µ ij and conditional variance σ 2 ij , for each i = 1, . . . , m, j = 0, . . . , m − 1. We also assume that the mean depends on the accident year and payment year such that µ ij = µγ i δ j . Here, µ a common mean factor and δ j and γ i can be interpreted as being the inflation in the payment year and the accident year, respectively. The variance follows a similar structure, with σ 
ijl are independent of the numbers of reported claims, N ij .
We are considering a more general situation than Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) by assuming that the distribution depends on the accident year and the development year and also allowing the zero-claims situation. Under these assumptions, the first two moments of the unconditional distribution of Y (k) i,j−l,l are given by:
Following the similar calculations as Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) , it can be shown that under the above assumptions the unconditional mean of X ij can be written as
where
Note that when Q i is identical zero and δ j for all j = 0, . . . , m − 1, the situation reverts back to the double chain ladder model of Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) .
3 The Double Chain Ladder method. 
and j = 0, . . . , m − 1. In this section, we briefly summarize the key steps in the DCL method.
The DCL estimation method applies the chain ladder algorithm twice, using the data in the two run-off triangles (ℵ m , ∆ m ). As the same method is repeated on each triangle, we illustrate it just for the triangle of the number of reported claims ℵ m and the parameters α i and β j . A distribution-free approach is used and hence we use the method of moments to obtain the estimators. Aggregating over the rows and columns, we obtain the first moment equalities
Unbiased estimators for the parameters on the right-hand side of these equalities can be obtained by replacing the moments E[N ij ] by their observed values N ij for (i, j) ∈ I m . Then the resulting system of linear equations can be solved for α i and β j which provides the corresponding estimators for these parameters. This is the spirit of the "total marginals" method of Bailey (1963) and Jung (1968) . Kremer (1985) and Mack (1991) have shown that in the case of triangular data ℵ m this leads to the chain ladder estimators that can easily calculated. Thus ℵ m provides the chain ladder estimators α i and β j for α i and β j , respectively; and ∆ m provides the chain ladder estimators α i and β j for α i and β j , respectively. Once these parameter estimates have been calculated, estimates of {p 0 , . . . , p m−1 } can be obtained by solving and afterwards adjusting the solution of the linear system
Let denote by { π 0 , . . . , π m−1 } the solution of the above system. Since the solution have been derived with no restriction, to provide suitable estimates { p 0 , . . . , p m−1 } for the probability delay parameters in the model (D2), which satisfy that 0 ≤ p l ≤ 1 for all l = 0, . . . , m − 1 and m−1 l=0 p l = 1, the initial general estimates π l have to be properly adjusted. Such adjustment can be done in different ways but note that a suitable adjustment should not alter substantially the RBNS delay described by the general estimates { π 0 , . . . , π m−1 }. As was proved in Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) , if we used the general estimates, π 0 , . . . , π m−1 , we could obtain exactly the same estimate of the mean of future payments as the standard chain ladder technique would give. However, the estimated probabilities { p 0 , . . . , p m−1 } yield a slightly different estimated mean and therefore predicted reserve. The effect of using general and adjusted delay parameters but also how to carry out such adjustments will be illustrated below through a real data application.
The mean of the distribution of individual payments, including the parameters which measure the inflation in the accident years, can be obtained using
and
where to ensure identifiability γ 1 is set to one. It only remains to correct the final µ according to the estimates p l and in order to ensure Mack's identification. This is just done by replacing the estimate µ by the corrected µ/κ, with κ = m−1 j=0 j l=0 β j−l p l . Hereafter we will denote by µ the so corrected estimator of µ which is in agreement with the estimated probabilities p l (l = 0, . . . , m − 1) in the model. The estimate of outstanding claims is obtained by substituting in the above estimates into the expression for the unconditional mean. In doing this, it is useful to split it into the Reported But Not Settled (RBNS) and Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) components by considering payments on already reported claims and claims which will be reported in the future. For i + j > m, we define
respectively, where
The estimate of total outstanding claims is calculated by adding the RBNS and IBNR components i.e.
. This is equivalent to the aim of the standard chain ladder in just the lower triangle (ignoring any tail effects), i.e. for (i, j) ∈ J 1 = {i = 2, . . . , m; j = 0, . . . , m − 1 so i + j = m + 1, . . . , 2m − 1}. For the DCL, the predictions can spread out to provide the tail by considering i = 1, . . . , m and j = m, . . . , 2m − 1.
Finally to provide the full cash flow the predictive distribution can be approximated using parametric bootstrap methods as Martínez-Miranda et al. (2011) described. In order to do this, it is necessary to estimate the variances, σ 2 i (i = 1, . . . , m). Verrall et al. (2010) showed that assumptions similar to D1-D4 can be used to show that the conditional variance of X ij is approximately proportional to its mean. Using this result, it is straightforward to estimate the variance using over-dispersed Poisson distributions. More specifically, the over-dispersion parameter ϕ can be easily estimated by
And therefore the variance estimators are defined by σ
We now provide an illustration of the DCL method considering the dataset of dimension m = 14 showed in tables 8, 9 and 10. These triangles consist of yearly aggregated data of number of reported claims, payments and number of payments, respectively. We have assumed a maximum delay of 13 years and provided point forecasts for the reserves from the expression (3), with Q i = 0 and δ j = 1 (i = 1, . . . , m; j = 0, . . . , m − 1). We have considered two variations when calculate such predictions. First we use the estimated delay parameters π l resulting from solving (4) without any adjustments, which provides exactly the classical chain ladder reserve (ignoring the tail). And second we calculate a slightly modified reserve by using the adjusted delay probabilities p l . Figure 1 shows both versions of the delay parameters (general and adjusted parameters) in the top panel. Also the lower panel shows the estimated DCL inflation parameters in the underwriting year direction through expression (5). In this example the estimates of the mean and variance components of the individual payments are µ = 824.456 and σ 2 = 97130427, respectively. The point forecasts in the lower triangle (where the standard chain ladder technique would provide estimates) can be separated into the RBNS and the IBNR reserve using the expressions (7) and (8). The resulting forecasts are showed in table 1 together with the standard chain ladder results for comparison. Note that, as mentioned above, the DCL method allows us to separate out the RBNS and IBNR components but still provides the same chain ladder mean in the lower triangle. Note that when we consider an adjustment of the delay parameters as the showed in figure 1 , the mean remains almost the same but a slight deviation mainly due to rounding errors. The adjustment considered in this case was the simple procedure suggested in Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) , which is defined as follows: first we count the number d + 1 ≤ m − 1 of successive π l ≥ 0 such that
Then the estimated delay probabilities are defined
l=0 p l and p d+1 = · · · = p m−1 = 0. Note that other adjustments can be done as for example those suggested in the close (but more complex) model of Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012c) . However such adjustment should be chosen carefully in order to not alter the original pattern of the general delay parameters, { π 0 , . . . , π m−1 }. In this case we can assess the suitability of this adjustment first when appreciate in figure 1 that both general and adjusted delay parameters almost overlap for all the years. And second by observing in table 1 that the point predictions from adjusted delay probabilities and general parameters are almost the same for each calendar year.
[ Table 1 
Incorporating prior knowledge into Double Chain Ladder
In this section, we take the DCL method as set out in section 3 and consider how to incorporate prior knowledge about the severity of individual claims and on the number of zero claims. The first two subsections deal with each of these separately, and the final subsection considers how to do them both together.
Incorporating prior knowledge on claims development inflation
In this subsection we first consider the case where the prior information of Q i is that it is identically equal to zero for all i = 1, . . . , m, but our prior knowledge on the δ j 's is unrestricted. It turns our to be surprisingly simple to include that type of prior knowledge in the double chain ladder framework. Observed payments are divided by the prior severity inflation, double chain ladder is then carried out on these adjusted payments and in the final step we multiply back in the prior severity inflation. This is indeed very simple, both when it comes to computations and intuitive understanding. It is illustrative to compare this simple approach to including severity inflation to the more complicated and complex approach taken in Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012c) where the modelling complexity increases exponentially with the added information. Considering the same problem in our way as just adding prior knowledge to double chain ladder simplifies these complicated issues for the practical actuary making it more easy for the practitioner to understand what is going on and to manipulate the model. Let X ij = X ij /δ j . It is easy to verify that the triangle { X ij ; (i, j) ∈ I m } together with the counts triangle ℵ m follow our model assumptions D1-D4 in section 2 with Q i identical zero and δ j identical one (i = 1, . . . , m; j = 0, . . . , m − 1). Therefore, the DCL method can be applied to
be the predicted value of X ij by using the DCL method. Then the predicted value of X ij including the prior information will be given by X DCLP ij =δ j X DCL ij , for(i, j) ∈ J 1 . In this way it is possible to generate the distribution of future values incorporating the prior information.
To illustrate this approach we calculate again the predictions in table 1 but using as prior development inflation showed in figure 2 (bottom panel) . The results are showed in table 3 considering general delay parameters and also adjusted probabilities. The delay parameters from this approximation are showed in the top panel of figure 2 and reported in table 2. In this case we have considered an adjustment of the delay parameters different from the described in section 3. The reason is because of the special pattern of delay parameter estimates obtained by solving the linear system (4), which is showed in table 2. Since some negatives values arise in the general estimates in the first years the simple adjustment used in the previous section seems to be inadequate. In fact if we consider such method the delay pattern will be modified dramatically providing wrong point forecasts. For this kind of patterns we suggest the following alternative adjustment of the delay parameters π l . First we define π 
With this adjustment we can assess in table 3 that the point predictions are very close when calculated with both general parameters and adjusted probabilities for all the calendar years.
In table 3 we can see that when considering prior information about the development inflation the mean of the total reserves (RBNS+IBNR) is almost unaltered compared with the mean predictions from DCL without any prior (table 1). The prior knowledge only provides a slight reduction in the overall total from the value 13352 (given by DCL with no prior) to the value 13322. However the split between RBNS and IBNR claims is indeed altered. Note that the overall total of RBNS claims when the prior knowledge is ignored is 11751, which is reduced to 9630 when the development inflation information is incorporated. Such reduction is therefore compensated with an increase in the IBNR reserve from 1601 to 3692. These numbers correspond to the case of using general delay but a similar effect can be observed in the predictions calculated with adjusted delay probabilities.
[ Table 2 should be here]
[ Table 3 
Incorporating prior knowledge on the number of zero claims
In this section we consider the case where we have prior knowledge on the future number of zero claims. While this gives us more information -or rather one extra freely varying parameter -to handle the predicted distribution, it does not affect our best estimate of the reserves. It takes a little more energy to include this type of prior knowledge into the double chain ladder framework than it took to include development severity inflation. But is still quite straightforward and computationally tractable. In this subsection we first consider the case where the prior information of δ j is that it is equal to one for all j = 0, . . . , m − 1, while the Q ′ i s (i = 1, . . . , m) are unrestricted between zero and one. In this case there are two adjustments to the double chain ladder method. First note that the conditional variance is approximated by:
where ϕ ij = γ i δ j ϕ and ϕ = σ 2 +µ 2 µ . This means that an over-dispersed Poisson model can be used to approximate the parameters, as in Martinez-Miranda et al. (2012a) . Hence the only difference from estimating the parameters in this model and the DCL model is that we have to adjust the estimated row parameters with the known Q ′ i s.
Using the information from the zero claims contained in the data as shown in the lower panel in figure 4 we can again derive the point forecasts using both the general delay parameters and the adjusted delay probabilities. Here we have considered the same adjustment described in subsection 4.1. The resulting predictions are shown in table 4. Note that now we have a decomposition of the inflation in the underwriting year direction which is shown in the top panel of figure 4 . Specifically, the DCL inflation from original payments X ij is equal to γ
is the zero-claims effect and γ adj i
is the DCL inflation from the triangle removing the zero claims effect namely X ij = X ij /(1 − Q i ) . The middle panel in this figure shows the zero-claims effect and top panel compares the estimates of the inflation adjusted by the zero-claims, γ adj i , with the DCL inflation in the underwriting year.
As happened when introducing prior knowledge about development inflation in subsection 4.1, we can see in table 4 that the information about zero claims has almost no impact on the point predictions for the total reserves, which remain very close to those from DCL without any prior (table 1). Note that the new total reserve is 13344 compared with the value 13352 given by DCL with no prior. Besides, and opposite to the case of considering prior knowledge about the severity inflation, the zero-claims knowledge does not alter the split between RBNS and IBNR claims, which remains almost the same as in table 1.
[ Table 4 should be here]
Incorporating prior knowledge on both the severity development inflation and zero claims
In this section we show that we can combine the above approaches and include both prior information on severity inflation and future number of zero claims. If both the probabilities Q Using this procedure we can calculate the predictions for the dataset presented in previous sections incorporating the prior knowledge about the proportion of nonzero claims plotted in figure 4 and the severity development inflation showed in the bottom panel of figure 2. Again we calculate the predictions and the split between RBNS and IBNR considering general delay parameters π l , which provides exactly the classical chain ladder reserve, and also the adjusted delay probabilities p l (l = 0, . . . , m − 1). The results are showed in table 5. The adjusted probabilities have been calculated using the same method described in subsection 4.1. Note that once again we assess that the introduced prior knowledge does not alter the point predictions compared with the derived from DCL without any prior (table 1). Here we get the predicted total reserve of 13314 compared with the value 13352 given by DCL with no prior. Again the development inflation has a notable effect in the split between RBNS and IBNR as in subsection 4.1. Note that the reduction in the overall RBNS reserve and the increase in the IBNR reserve is quite remarkable but analogous to the provided when only the development inflation knowledge is considered.
[ Table 5 should be here]
Bootstrap methods
In this section we outline how the bootstrap methods described by Martínez-Miranda et al. (2011) can be used to provide the predictive distribution of the reserve. In doing this aim we use the prior knowledge about development year inflation and/or zero-claims in a similar way as in the section 4. In other words, we first adjust the payments triangle by removing the effect of the prior knowledge and we then apply a parametric bootstrap from the DCL distributional model to simulate the RBNS and IBNR distributions. And finally we replace the inflation effects which were removed. For each situation and type of prior knowledge resampling schemes can be applied as described by Martínez-Miranda et al. (2011) . There are two alternative methods, the first of which ignores the uncertainty of the parameters {p l , µ, σ 2 , γ i : i = 1, . . . , m; l = 0, . . . , m−1} estimated from the input data (ℵ m , ∆ m ).
The second incorporates the uncertainty of these parameters. When the severity inflation and the probability of zero claims are also estimated from data a further extension can be defined which takes also into account the uncertainty of these parameters. In this paper we assume as prior knowledge the severity inflation in the development year plotted in figure 2 and/or the zero claims effect is assumed to be as was plotted in figure 4 .
In previous section we have observed that the prior knowledge does not alter the point predictions in the total reserves. In fact we have only appreciated slight deviations from the predictions by the DCL method with no prior information. Only the knowledge about the development inflation has a remarkable effect in the split between RBNS and IBNR claims. The question now is whether the prior knowledge modifies the predictive distribution. A summary of the distribution for the total outstanding claims is shown in table 6. In achieving our purposes provide in the same table the DCL bootstrap distribution with and without the prior information about development inflation and/or zero-claims. The derived cash flows are also compared with the results from the bootstrap method of England and Verrall (2002) for the CLM as implemented in the package ChainLadder in R (Gesmann, Murphy and Zhang 2012) . We denote by "Prior A" when considering only severity inflation, "Prior B" when considering only zero-claims and "Prior C" when considering both severity inflation and zero-claims. Also by "Boot I" and "Boot II" the bootstrapping ignoring and taking into account the uncertainty of the parameters, respectively. The distribution when consider or not prior knowledge is indeed altered specially when prior knowledge about development inflation is incorporated. From the upper quantiles reported in table 6 we can see that the prior knowledge on severity inflation and provides a longer tailed distribution. This effect can be visualized more clearly by plotting the bootstrap distribution as in figure 3 . Such figure shows histograms of the predictive distribution of the total reserve as well as the split between RBNS and IBNR claims when considering or not prior knowledge. From visual inspection of these histograms we can confirm that indeed the introduced prior knowledge on development inflation induces a longer tailed distribution but also it alters the split between RBNS and IBNR claims. On the other hand prior knowledge about zero claims has almost no influence in the distribution. Finally note that these plots correspond to the bootstrap method which does not take into account the uncertainty of the parameters (labeled as "Boot I"). When we take into account the uncertainty of the parameters as "Boot II" does, the shape and the main properties of the distribution remain the same but with a wider range.
[ Table 6 should be here]
[ Figure 3 should be here]
6 An example showing how other data can be used to provide prior information in practice
The methods in this paper described above assume some extra information is available. It has been shown how the DCL method can be easily applied with simple adjustments to allow for prior information about development inflation and zero claims. Here we show how this prior information could be easily obtained by observing a new run-off triangle. Specifically we observe the total number of non-zero payments in accounting year i + j from claims with accident year i and denote this by R ij . The corresponding triangle is denoted by R m = {R ij : (i, j) ∈ I}. Note that R ij is the number of claims from the j l=0 N paid i,j−l,l which yields non-zero payments. Also each cell in the new triangle can be decompose into delay-dependent components, R ij = j l=0 R i,j−l,l , with R ijl being the number of non-zero payments from the N ij reported which were paid with l periods delay. In the next subsection we will prove that the variables R ij have cross-classified (unconditional) mean (i, j) . Thus here we propose to use simultaneously the three triangles (ℵ m , R m , ∆ m ) to provide prior information about Q i and δ j . To do this, we apply three times the chain ladder algorithm three times:
ℵ m provides the chain ladder estimators α i and β j for α i and β j , R m provides the chain ladder estimators α 
From the chain ladder estimates
. . , m, j = 0, . . . , m − 1}, we describe in the following how the DCL estimation method can be applied twice to provide the required prior information.
Estimation of the zero-claims probability
Using the above definitions, the required information about the probability of zeroclaims, Q i , can be extracted using the triangles ℵ m and R m . Note first that using the assumed independence in D4 between the severity and the IBNR delay, we can calculate the first moment of each variable R ij . Thus it yields the conditional mean by
and the unconditional mean by
Thus, the pair of triangles (ℵ m , R m ) follows the model described by Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) and therefore the DCL method can be applied to these triangles in order to estimate the target parameters Q i (i = 1, . . . , m). Specifically from the chain ladder estimates, α i and α R i , of the underwriting year parameters, α i and α R i (i = 1, . . . , m), respectively, the probability of zero-claims in the underwriting year can be estimated from the expression
Using the data in tables 8 and 10 the zero-claims probabilities are estimated by the values plotted in the bottom panel of figure 4.
Estimation of the severity development inflation
Now we consider the situation defined by assumption D3 where the severity depends on the underwriting year but also on the development year. Specifically, we assumed that it has a development inflation component δ j which is not considered in the DCL model of Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) . In this case the usual input of the DCL method, namely the paid and incurred counts triangles (ℵ m , ∆ m ) are not enough to solve the over-parametrization problem of the chain ladder mean described by Martínez-Miranda et al. (2012a) . However it can be easily solved by considering the extra information provided by the triangle R m introduced above. Specifically from the expression (9) for the unconditional mean of R ij we get that
By substituting this into the expression for the unconditional mean of X ij (with Q i = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , m), it can be seen that
Thus, the new inflation parameters can be estimated by
Therefore the prior δ j can be obtained just from the chain-ladder estimates β j and β R j of the parameters β j and β R j , respectively. But also the estimated delay parameters, { p 0 , . . . , p m−1 }, in the model (D2) can be estimated by a suitable adjustment of the solutions of the linear system
Note that since the parameters are only derived in the observation triangle I m , it is only possible to predict outstanding claims in the lower triangle J 1 . Hence, to extend the forecasts to provide the tail any suitable model should be fitted to such inflation parameters.
The estimated development inflation δ j (j = 0, . . . , m−1), and also the general delay parameters derived by solving the linear system (12), for the dataset presented at previous sections are shown in table 7. Also, the implied severity development inflation reported in this table has been plotted in bottom panel of figure 3 . We can see that the derived severity development inflation shows an increasing trend in the development year as was expected. However some slight deviations from such trend indicates that the mean of the payments could be also depending on other directions such as the settlement delay or the calendar year.
[ Table 7 should be here]
[ Figure 4 should be here]
Conclusions
In this paper we illustrate a very simply way to include prior knowledge of severity inflation and future zero claims into the framework of double chain ladder. While this added knowledge does not affect the predicted mean reserve, it does add to the understanding of the underlying distributional properties of our reserve. In our data study at hand the two effects have similar implications: our prior knowledge of zero claims make our final distribution more long tailed and prior knowledge of severity claims does the same but also a remarkable change in the split between RBNS and IBNR claims. Adding the two types of prior knowledge at the same time does not provide further effects to this long tailness or separation between RBNS and IBNR claims. Other data sets might give other conclusions. Our final conclusion is that it is surprisingly easy to add complicated model structures of zero claims and severity inflation to double chain ladder. Table 1 . Point forecasts from DCL without prior information (the numbers are given in thousands). Columns 2-4 show the forecasts (RBNS, IBNR and total= IBNR+RBNS) using the general delay parameters estimated by solving the linear system (4). Columns 5-7 show the same forecasts but using adjusted delay probabilities { p 0 , . . . , p m−1 }. Last column shows the classical chain ladder forecasts which are reproduced by DCL using general delay. Table 2 . Estimated delay parameters considering prior information about the severity development inflation. Table 3 . Point forecasts considering prior information about the severity inflation (the numbers are given in thousands). Table 4 . Point forecasts considering prior information about the zero claims (the numbers are given in thousands). Table 5 . Point forecasts considering prior information about the zero claims and severity inflation (the numbers are given in thousands). Table 6 . Summary of the bootstrap predictive distribution for the total reserve. The DCL distribution with no prior is showed in columns 2-3. Third column shows the results from the chain ladder bootstrapping of England and Verrall (2002) . The DCL distribution using prior information about the development inflation (prior A), the zero-claims (prior B) and also both at the same time (prior C) are showed in columns 5-10. Bootstrap methods ignoring or taking into account the uncertainty of the parameters are showed in columns labeled as "Boot I" and "Boot II", respectively. The numbers are given in thousands. Table 7 . Estimated parameters from DCL applied to the three triangles ℵ m , ∆ m and R m . First column reports the general delay parameters calculated by solving system (12). Second column shows the estimated proportion of zero-claims estimated from (10). Last column shows the severity development inflation estimated from equation (11). Table 8 . Incremental incurred counts: ℵ m = {N ij : (i, j) ∈ I m }. Table 9 . Incremental paid data: ∆ m = {X ij : (i, j) ∈ I m }. Table 10 . Incremental number of non-zero payments: R m = {R ij : (i, j) ∈ I m }. Figure 1 . Estimated DCL parameters assuming a maximum delay of 13 years. Top panel shows the delay parameters: the solid blue curve corresponds to the adjusted delay probabilities and the discontinuous green curve shows the general parameters which provide the classical chain ladder reserve. The last panel shows the DCL inflation parameters in the underwriting year direction. Figure 2 . Delay parameters considering prior knowledge about the severity development inflation (δ j ). First panel shows the delay parameters from DCL on the adjusted triangle X ij = X ij /δ j . The general delay parameters (solid blue curve) without any restriction are compared with the adjusted delay probabilities (discontinuous green curve). The considered prior severity development inflation is showed in the bottom panel. 
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